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1. Definitions must be learnt precisely and word for word

2. Vector nature of quantities is important - signs must be 
interpreted. 

3. Change in a quantity (Δ) = final – initial.

4. Show working clearly.

5. Numerical answers must be given as a decimal. Use 2 decimal 
places (not a proper fraction) with the correct unit

6. Explanation type answers must be logical and consistent in 
their argument. Use one bullet point per line

Ø When including a relevant formula, candidates should link 
the formula to the explanation.

General



Physics – Newton’s Laws
1. Make sure you can use trig to identify and solve right 

angled triangles. Set calculator to degrees!
2. Be able to work with components and know that the 

normal force does not equal the weight when other 
vertical forces are acting

3. Diagrams should be at least 5–6 lines in size to allow 
for clear labelling of forces. The labels should be in 
words rather than using notation that is not defined in 
the SAGs. Eg. Fg not Fearth

4. Free-body diagrams must be drawn with an arrow 
representing a force leaving the object experiencing 
the force. Only forces that actually exist should be 
included in the free-body diagram. Include angles in 
the FBD



Example (accelerating without friction)

NB: the normal force does 
not have a fixed value and 
changes as other 
components parallel to the 
normal change. It does not 
always equal the weight

15 kg

Normal force (FN)
Applied force (FA)

Gravitational force (Fg)

Fg perp

Fg parallel

FA X

FA Y

Fg perp = Fgcos�
Fg parallel = Fgsin�

FA X = FAcos�
FA Y = FAsin�

To find the normal, look at forces and components 
parallel to the surface:

FN = Fg perp - FA Y



Physics – WEP, Impulse & Momentum

1. Candidates who used Δp= 0 often confuse signs.

2. Rather use � pinitial = � pfinal

3. When using the work-energy theorem, ensure 
you are using the net force and calculating the 
change in kinetic energy.

4. Ek (final) = !
"

mvf
2 and Ek (inital) = !

"
mvi

2

But  ΔEk (final) =      !
"

m(vf –vi)2



Physics – Fields
1. Be very clear that “a force” and “a field” are different quantities that are 

not equivalent

2. Be able to identify the mass or charge that is creating the field (Q or 

M) and the mass or charge that is experiencing the force in the field (q 
or m)

3. Electric field lines run from positive to negative. By definition they act 

on positive charges.

4. Magnetic field lines exit North poles and enter South Poles. By 

definition they act on North poles and  positive currents .



Physics – Circuits
1. Ohm’s law :”current in” is directly 

proportional to potential difference across 
a conductor 

I depends on V, but in certain experiments 
I is controlled with a rheostat making it the IV.

2. Calculate resistance for resistors in parallel 
carefully and use correct mathematics. 

!
#!
= !

!"
+ !

!$
= 7,5Ω

Rather

𝑅% = ( !
!"
+ )!

!$

&!
= 7,5Ω



Chemistry – Terminology and Specific 
Language Use 

Use specific terms and identification in order to be 
awarded full marks for each question:
1. Distinguish between ions, atoms and molecules
2. Distinguish between intermolecular forces and chemical 

bonds.
3. Identify the IMF’s and correctly explain their effect on 

physical properties. There may be more than one type of 
IMF acting in a substance. You need to be able to explain 
their origin.

4. Identify the effects of Ek of particles which is ∝ temperature
5. Initial rate depends on concentration NOT amount
6. Electroplating is a special case of general electrolysis
7. Use ion symbols, Ag+ ions instead of Ag or silver atoms 

when required



Chemistry – Energy & Rates
1. Remember to use "per unit volume" and "per unit time" 
2. Be able to link how the changed factor, e.g. concentration, 

pressure, temperature, etc., actually affects the conditions 
necessary for an effective collision first, and then how it 
affects the number of effective collisions per unit time. Do 
not just say that there are more/less effective collisions per 
unit time. 

3. For example, for a decrease in concentration,
Ø Less number of particles per unit volume 
Ø decreases the total number of collisions (of reactant 

particles) per unit time, 
Ø and there is a decrease in the number of effective 

collisions per unit time, 
Ø Therefore a lesser reaction rate. 



Chemistry – Amount  Graphs

For rate graphs (amount vs time), 3 parts are important:
1. Gradient – affected by the average rate

2. End amount – affect by amount of limiting reagent

3. End time – affected by the (average) rate and the amount 

of limiting reagent



Chemistry – Equilibrium
• Le Châtelier's principle question recipe:

1. Stress: Identify the stress – change in T, P or V

2. Response: State which reaction is favoured (forward or 
reverse).

3. Reason: Explain HOW favouring either the forward or 
reverse reaction relieves the stress according to Le 
Châtelier's principle . Check that you have answered the 
specific question. 

4. “Favoured” does mean this reaction gets faster, but that 
this reaction’s rate increases more OR decreases less 
compared to the other reaction.

5. RICE TABLES!!!



Chemistry – Acids & Bases
1. Watch for incorrect usage of terminology: particularly ionize for 

acids  vs. dissociate for bases (exc. Ammonia)

2. Remember to use mole ratios in the ionization and dissociation 
calculations. Watch for polyprotic acids and bases.

3. Square brackets must be used for concentration of a species and 
round brackets when substituting these concentrations within a 
calculation.



Chemistry – Electrochemistry
1. Know the standard hydrogen electrode. E θ = 0

2. When stating conditions for a half-cell – the conditions 

must be relevant to the half-cell in question, e.g. in the tin 

half-cell (Sn/Sn2+), there was no gas present and so 

pressure is not a relevant condition. 



Chemistry – Electrochemistry
3. Know the fundamentals BACKWARDS

• Which electrode is positive/negative

• Which electrode is the anode/cathode

• At which electrode does oxidation/reduction occur

• Galvanic cells are spontaneous ( E θ > 0)

• Electrolytic cells are non – spontaneous (E θ < 0)

4. Combine two half reactions to write an overall balanced 

ionic reaction equation.



Electrochemistry – Galvanic Cells 
First, identify which is the cathode and the anode - using Standard 
Reduction table-
For competition at the anode: 
1. Identify that oxidation is occurring 
2. Identify which species are competing for oxidation 
3. Identify which species is inherently more reactive (the 

strongest reducing agent is oxidized -Top Right)

For competition at the cathode:
1. Identify that reduction is occurring
2. Identify which species are competing for reduction
3. Identify which species is inherently more reactive (the strongest 

oxidising agent is reduced - Bottom Left)



Electrochemistry – Electrolytic Cells 
First, identify which is the cathode and the anode) 
For competition at the anode :
1. Identify that oxidation is occurring
2. Identify the species competing for oxidation – Bottom Right
3. Identify which species is inherently less reactive (the stronger  
reducing agent ) is oxidized

For competition at the cathode: 
1. Identify that reduction is occurring 
2. Identify which species are competing for reduction -Top Left
3. Identify which species is inherently less reactive (the stronger 

oxidizing agent) is reduced
4. Identify if the solute ions are concentrated/dilute
5. Decide which species, considering both inherent reactivities 

and concentration effects. 



Chemistry – Bonding & IMF’s
1. Differentiate between intramolecular bonds and 

intermolecular forces. 
2. Classifying the bond type in full, i.e. nonpolar (pure) 

covalent not just covalent

When comparing & explaining compounds and their 
differences in physical properties: 
1. Name the relevant intermolecular forces.
2. Name which compound has the stronger intermolecular 

forces.
3. If comparing compounds with the same type of 

intermolecular forces, describe the factors which 
influence their strength. 

4. State that more energy is needed to overcome the 
stronger intermolecular forces (NOT bonds).



Chemistry – Organic
1. STUDY STUDY STUDY!!!

2. Follow the instructions given in the question –
name vs. molecular formula vs empirical formula
vs. condensed structural formula vs structural formula 

3. Give the correct format of a reaction (General vs 
specific)

4. Remember euphonics when naming:
Butan-1-ol NOT butane-1-ol
BUT
Butane-1,2-diol NOT butan-1,2-diol

buta-1,3-diene NOT but-1,3-diene



Scientific Skills
Don’t forget to revise your scientific skills!

1. Know the difference between precision, accuracy, validity 

and fair test

2. Differentiate between quantitative and qualitative analysis

3. Know the steps of the scientific method

4. Be able to suggest a detailed method for an experiment 

with specific apparatus E.g. a rates of reaction 

experiment.

5. Suggest sources of error – not human error!!
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